1974 University of Montana track bests - two meets
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1974 UNIVERSITY OF MONTANA TRACK BESTS--TWO MEETS
(lifetime bests in parenthessese)

100--Mark LaTrielle 10.4 (9.8)
220--Mark LaTrielle 22.6 (21.3)
440--Ric Brown 49.1 (47.3)
    Hal Anderson 49.5 (47.9)
880--Bob Bronson 1:58.4 (1:56.5)
    Dale Wicks 1:59.0 (1:57.5)
Mile--Doug Darko 4:15.6 (4:05.8)
    Hans Templeman 4:32.0 (4:05.9)
Two-mile--Dean Erhardt 9:03.5 (same)
    Doug Darko 9:08.4 (same)
Three-mile--No Times
Steeplechase--Doug Darko 9:17.4 (9:07.3)
High hurdles--Joe Epler 14.8 (14.4)
    Rick Kendall 15.2 (14.6)
Intermediate hurdles--
    Doug Higgins 58.7 (55.1)
    Rob Stark 59.0 (same)
440 Relay-- 42.4
Mile Relay-- 3:24.8
High jump--Mike Hale 6-6 (6-10)
    Tom Roberts 6-4 (6-7)
Long jump--Del Spear 23-5 3/4 (same)
    Ed Woster 21-7 (23-4)
Tripe jump--No entrants
Pole Vault--Cal White 14-6 (same)
Javelin--Jay Hagfeldt 196-0 (same)
    Mike Dahlstrom 192-5 (227-0)
Discus--Steve Ralston 145-6 (159-10)
    Dennis Loveless 130-11 (151-4)
Shot put--Jim Vanmansart 52-½ (53-2½)
    Gene Popovich 50-4½ (same)
    Lynn Mock 45-2 (same)